Solar and LCD Panel Wash
Solar & LCD Panel Wash is specifically formulated for use on solar panels and LCD screens, (advertising,
traffic warning etc.) formulated to cut through oil, grease, dirt and carbon Solar & LCD Panel Wash dries
streak free leaving a protective biofilm which helps to repel dirt. Safe to use on all types of panel or
screen.




Residual action continues to breakdown hydrocarbons and traffic film.
Safe to discharge to sewers.
Soils safe, ideal for ground mounted solar panels and temporary road or advertising screens.

Solar & LCD Panel Wash is the perfect solution to cleaning on site or outdoor panels where there is no
sewer system the biodegradable formula is readily broken down in the soil with no chemical residue or
toxic potential. Sewer and drain safe Solar & LCD Panel Wash is safe to discharge directly into the sewer
system when used on sites with hard surfaces such as roads, sports arenas, shopping centres and roof
mounted systems.
APPLICATION
Add 100ml concentrate to 5 Litres clean water and apply with a sponge or cloth then rinse clean with water.
For use with pressure and automatic washers dilute 100ml concentrate to 7 Litres clean water.
INFORMATION
Biological culture; blend of surfactants, sequestrants, metal deactivators, water softeners and proprietary
biological blend of additives to rapidly remove dirt. Biodegradable, non- ammable and no VOC’s;
contains no petroleum distillates. pH9 with the cleaning power of pH13.
STORAGE AND HANDLING
Store upright in original container. Store in a cool dry location.
PRECAUTIONS
Keep out of reach of children. Avoid contact with eyes or open wounds. Do not ingest, consult doctor in
case of complaints. See SDS.
Do not use with chlorinated cleaners or disinfectants.
Do not use when screen surface temperature exceeds 85oC
CLASSIFICATION
Non-hazardous.
CLP
Not Classified. None required.
PACKAGING
Container and closure widely recycled

